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With great skill and flair, Dutch artist Co Spinhoven has translated the stirring imagery of
traditional Celtic art into a collection of 130 exciting and versatile stencil designs. With them,
graphic artists and craftspeople can bring to their work the distinctive beauty and drama of a
great decorative arts tradition. The designs, all copyright-free, are derived from the Book of Kells
and other early medieval Celtic sources. Their themes range from birds and beasts of myth and
scripture to elegantly wrought abstract motifs.The designs vary widely in size, shape, and
complexity. They range from large and elaborate squares, circles, and rectangles to elongated
border motifs to minimal design accents. Co Spinhoven has adapted each of them admirably to
the technical requirements of stencil painting. Graphic artists, textile designers, and many others
in the arts and crafts will find these sturdy, reusable stencils indispensable for adding ― quickly
and easily ― authentic touches of Celtic imagery to their projects.

From the Back CoverWith great skill and flair, Dutch artist Co Spinhoven has translated the
stirring imagery of traditional Celtic art into a collection of 130 exciting and versatile stencil
designs. With them, graphic artists and craftspeople can bring to their work the distinctive
beauty and drama of a great decorative arts tradition. The designs, all copyright-free, are derived
from the Book of Kells and other early medieval Celtic sources. Their themes range from birds
and beasts of myth and scripture to elegantly wrought abstract motifs.The designs vary widely in
size, shape, and complexity. They range from large and elaborate squares, circles, and
rectangles to elongated border motifs to minimal design accents. Co Spinhoven has adapted
each of them admirably to the technical requirements of stencil painting. Graphic artists, textile
designers, and many others in the arts and crafts will find these sturdy, reusable stencils
indispensable for adding―quickly and easily―authentic touches of Celtic imagery to their
projects.Original Dover (1990) publication. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Table of ContentsTitle PageCopyright PagePUBLISHER’S NOTE At Dover Publications we’re
committed to producing books in an earth-friendly manner and to helping our customers make
greener choices.Manufacturing books in the United States ensures compliance with strict
environmental laws and eliminates the need for international freight shipping, a major contributor
to global air pollution. And printing on recycled paper helps minimize our consumption of trees,
water and fossil fuels.The text of this book was printed on paper made with 50% post-consumer
waste and the cover was printed on paper made with 10% post-consumer waste. At Dover, we
use Environmental Defense’s Paper Calculator to measure the benefits of these choices,
including: the number of trees saved, gallons of water conserved, as well as air emissions and
solid waste eliminated.Courier Corporation, the manufacturer of this book, owns the Green
Edition Trademark.Please visit the product page for Celtic Stencil Designs at to see a detailed
account of the environmental savings we’ve achieved over the life of this
book.copyrightCopyright © 1990 by Co SpinhovenAll rights reserved.Bibliographical NoteCeltic
Stencil Designs is a new work, first published byDover Publications, Inc., in 1990.DOVER
Pictorial Archive SERIESThis book belongs to the Dover Pictorial Archive Series. You may use
the designs and illustrations for graphics and crafts applications, free and without special
permission, provided that you include no more than ten in the same publication or project. For
permission for additional use, please email the Permissions Department at
rights@doverpublications.com or write to Dover Publications, Inc., 31 East 2nd Street, Mineola,
New York 11501.However, resale, licensing, republication, reproduction or distribution of any
illustration by any other graphic service, whether it be in a book or in any other design resource,
is strictly prohibited.International Standard Book Number9780486140322Manufactured in the
United States by Courier Corporation26427012PUBLISHER’S NOTEThis collection gathers
together 130 remarkable stencil designs derived from the Book of Kells and other early medieval
Celtic sources. Dutch artist and designer Co Spinhoven has adapted the magnificently dramatic
patterns and symbols of Celtic manuscripts to the technical requirements of stencil painting, in
the process highlighting the power and formal beauty of these often highly elaborate
masterpieces. The same designs that have evoked awe and wonder for a thousand years can
now find use in textile, wallpaper and graphic design and in a wide range of crafts and
commercial art applications.In the pages of this book you will discover birds, beasts, fish, the
winged apocalyptic emblems of the Evangelists (the man/angel of Matthew, the lion of Mark, the
ox of Luke and the eagle of John), as well as abstract spirals, labyrinths and knots. The viewer
can now experience the wild and visionary character of these images in a bold and eye-catching
new way—thanks to this sensitive and skillful translation into stencil format by Co
Spinhoven.PLEASE NOTE: The presence of a letter “R” on a figure indicates the point at which
another figure may be connected. The lower elements of pp. 14 and 15 can be linked to form a
chain. The following pairs may be joined to form one unit: the lower figures of pp. 16 and 17; the
two figures on p. 21; the upper figures of pp. 24 and 25; and the lower figures of pp. 24 and 25.
The three figures on p. 22 form one unit of which the center figure is indefinitely repeatable. The



right-hand figure on p. 32 is repeatable “onto itself,” as is the lower figure on p. 44.
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Terrific black and white designs printed on paper which means we can trace them without
attempting to sketch them freehand.On the back cover description—"...will find these sturdy,
reusable stencils indispensable for adding—quickly and easily—authentic Celtic imagery to their
products" does NOT mean actual pre-cut stencils. You can easily trace them onto a transparent
product, but then you must cut them out with an XACTO knife, or use another method entirely,
which I don't have.”

Dughlas Ailean Mackay, “Celtic Stencil Design Book. Great and different Celtic designs that can
be used for various purposes.”

Rose, “Carving. .bought carbon paper for wood.. Bought this for my son who loves video games.
Loves it! Bought it with a carving set. Thank you for an opportunity to get my teen son off the
screen! Bought the old carbon paper for it for wood.”

Cheryl Ralls, “Celtic Stencil. Not what I expected. But very interesting.Satisfied!”

Client d'Ebook Tops, “full of ideas. especially handy for embroidery ideas during lockdown”

Ordinary Joe, “Worked fine. They are okay. Bought for a design project - not quite what was
expected but good enough at the price”

Ellie, “Perfect For Crafters. I have recently purchased a pyrography kit and wanted some celtic
patterns and found this lovely book. My only issue is many of the designs are quite large. But you
could scan into your computer and reduce and then print off.”



The book by Co Spinhoven has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 210 people have provided feedback.
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